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James Burrow, Snr Infrastructre
Engineer with SIRE Technology*

SIRE expands its technical team with its latest appointment, as
business continues to flourish.
SIRE, a leader in the provision of cloud based business continuity services, has
appointed James Burrows. In his capacity as Senior Infrastructure Engineer he will
be key to providing high quality technical support for both existing and new
customers, especially those with complex migration projects.
Russell Cook, SIRE MD, said; "We are delighted that not only has James joined our
team bringing with him his considerable experience, but also that our business is
continuing to grow and provide opportunities for local employment. This is the third
new appointment in the last six months."
Prior to joining SIRE, Burrows spent over nine years with HP in a similar project
implementation role. Commenting on his move to SIRE, he said; "The time was right
for a change and SIRE seemed to offer me the opportunity to use my technical
knowledge but being a smaller organisation there is also scope for me to make a real
contribution to the overall business." In addition to his a degree in Business
Information Systems from Portsmouth University, James also holds a number of
industry recognised Microsoft qualifications.
Background
With over twenty years experience, SIRE has established itself as one of the leading
providers of innovative systems and processes, that make a real difference to the
organisations it works with. It allows these companies to focus on their core activity whilst
SIRE manages the infrastructure on which it is based. By using a combination of cloud
computing technique and virtualisation, SIRE is able to provide organisations with a reliable,

flexible and financially viable IT infrastructure coupled with a robust Business Continuity
Plan.
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